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Robust colonoscope tracking method for colon
deformations utilizing coarse-to-fine correspondence
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Abstract Purpose Polyps found during CT colonography can be removed by
colonoscopic polypectomy. A colonoscope navigation system that navigates a
physician to polyp positions while performing the colonoscopic polypectomy is
required. Colonoscope-tracking methods are essential for implementing colono-
scope navigation systems. Previous colonoscope-tracking methods have failed
when the colon deforms during colonoscope insertions. This paper proposes a
colonoscope-tracking method that is robust against colon deformations.
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Method The proposed method generates a colon centerline from a CT volume
and a curved line representing the colonoscope shape (colonoscope line) by
using electromagnetic sensors. We find correspondences between points on a
deformed colon centerline and colonoscope line by a landmark-based coarse
correspondence finding and a length-based fine correspondence finding pro-
cesses. Even if the coarse correspondence finding process fails to find some
correspondences, which occurs with colon deformations, the fine correspon-
dence finding process is able to find correct correspondences by using previ-
ously recorded line lengths.
Result Experimental results using a colon phantom showed that the proposed
method finds the colonoscope-tip position with tracking errors smaller than 50
mm in most trials. A physician who specializes in gastroenterology commented
that tracking errors smaller than 50 mm are acceptable. This is because polyps
are observable from the colonoscope camera when positions of the colonoscope-
tip and polyps are closer than 50 mm.
Conclusions We developed a colonoscope-tracking method that is robust
against deformations of the colon. Because the process was designed to con-
sider colon deformations, the proposed method can track the colonoscope-tip
position even if the colon deforms.

Keywords Colon · Colonoscope tracking · CT image · EM sensor

1 Introduction

Computed tomographic colonography (CTC), or virtual colonoscopy, has re-
cently received attention as a new colon diagnostic method [1]. It utilizes com-
puted tomographic (CT) volumes of a patient to diagnose the colon. CTC is
applicable as a screening test for detecting colonic polyps [2]. Computer-aided
diagnosis (CAD) systems for CTC are commercially available. Such systems
help physicians to observe the inside of the colon and to find suspicious re-
gions, including colonic polyps. In CAD systems for CTC, physicians explore
the inside of the colon using 2D, 3D, or virtual unfolded views of the colon.
Colonic polyps can be found by using automated colonic polyp detection meth-
ods. CAD systems for CTC have information about colon shapes and colonic
polyp positions.

If colonic polyps or early-stage cancers are found by CTC CAD, a patient
is given a colonoscopic examination or colonoscopic polypectomy to perform
further diagnosis and polyp removal. A colonoscopic polypectomy is the re-
moval of a colonic polyp. Colonic-polyp removal in the early stage reduces the
risk of development of colon cancers. While performing a colonoscopic exam-
ination, a physician controls the colonoscope based on colonoscopic images.
The colonoscopic images only show views from the colonoscope-tip. A physi-
cian has to estimate how the colonoscope is traveling inside the colon based
on experience. However, position estimation is difficult because the colon and
colonoscope have long and winding shapes. The colon changes shape signifi-
cantly during colonoscope insertion. Some inexperienced physicians cause com-
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plications such as colon perforation during examinations. If the colon has an
abnormal shape, controlling the colonoscope is difficult even for experienced
physicians. Such problems are caused by misestimation of the positions and
shapes of the colon and colonoscope by physicians. One way to prevent such
problems is to introduce a navigation system for colonoscope examination.
A colonoscope-tracking method that estimates the position and shape of the
colonoscope in the colon is an essential function for colonoscope-navigation
systems.

Tracking methods of endoscopes have been proposed by several research
groups [3–11]. For bronchoscope tracking, image-based or sensor-based meth-
ods have been proposed [3–10]. Image-based bronchoscope tracking methods
estimate camera positions and movements based on 2D/3D image registra-
tions. To estimate camera positions and movements, some methods make cor-
respondences between temporally continuous bronchoscopic images based on
feature points to implement [3]. Correspondences between bronchoscopic im-
ages and virtualized bronchoscopic images are also utilized for tracking [4–
6]. Sensor-based tracking methods utilize small position and direction sen-
sors attached to a bronchoscope [7,8]. Combined techniques of image- and
sensor-based tracking are also reported[9,10]. Since the trachea and bronchi
deform due to breathing motion, most of the bronchoscope tracking meth-
ods try to compensate for the breathing motion. For colonoscope tracking,
an image-based method has been proposed [11]. They estimate colonoscope
camera movements from optical flows of colonoscopic images. However, they
tracked camera movements only for the parts of colonoscopic videos where
video images were clear. In colonoscopic examinations, unclear colonoscopic
images are frequently obtained due to fluid, feces, and bubbles in the colon.
Furthermore, the colon changes shape significantly during colonoscope inser-
tions. Image-based tracking methods are difficult to track for long periods.
Sensor-based methods are also developed to guide colonoscope insertions [12,
13]. These methods just calculate the colonoscope path. They cannot estimate
the colonoscope position in the colon.

We propose a new colonoscope-tracking method that utilizes a colon de-
formation robust coarse-to-fine line registration technique. Our method tack-
les the difficulty of colon tracking that is caused by colon deformations. The
colon shape in a CT volume and the shape of the colonoscope in the colon
are represented as curved lines. Their shapes are quite different because of the
colon deformations. The proposed method make correspondences between the
curved lines using the coarse-to-fine correspondence finding process. The cor-
respondence finding is tolerant to correspondence loses caused in coarse step.
Such correspondence loses occur many times during a colonoscope insertion
because of large deformations of the colon. The tolerance of the correspondence
finding is achieved by recovering correspondences utilizing line length history
data. The colonoscope-tip position in the colon is estimated based on the cal-
culated correspondences. The coarse-to-fine correspondence finding makes our
method robust against deformations of the colon occur by colonoscope inser-
tions. Our method use electromagnetic (EM) sensors to obtain colonoscope
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position and shapes. Therefore, our method can track the colonoscope-tip re-
gardless of colonoscopic image quality. Most of the processes in our method are
automated to reduce manual interactions. Furthermore, our method estimates
colonoscope-tip position in real time. Advantages of the proposed method can
be summarized as: (1) robust for colon deformations by accepting some cor-
respondence loses, (2) unaffected by colonoscopic image quality, (3) minimal
manual operations, and (4) real time tracking.

Preliminary reports about this paper have been published in conference
proceedings [14–16]. In these reports, a landmark-based coarse correspondence
finding and a length-based fine correspondence finding processes were utilized.
The landmark-based coarse correspondence finding process failed to make cor-
respondences when the colon largely deforms by colonoscope insertions. The
length-based fine correspondence finding fails in such situation. Large differ-
ence between the colon centerline and colonoscope line was not considered
in the preliminary reports. This paper presents an extended method to sta-
bly perform colonoscope tracking in situations where significant deformations
of the colon or colonoscope occur. In this paper, the length-based fine corre-
spondence finding use current and previously recorded line lengths to estimate
the colonoscope-tip position. When the landmark-based coarse correspondence
finding fails to make correspondences, subsequently performed length-based
fine correspondence finding use previously recorded line length to estimate
the colonoscope-tip position. This enables continuous colonoscope-tip position
tracking even if the colon largely deforms during colonoscope insertions.

2 Method

2.1 Overview

Our colonoscope-tracking method calculates a position in the colon in a CT
volume that corresponds to a colonoscope-tip position in the patient body. A
CT volume of a patient and outputs of EM sensors attached to a colonoscope
are used. Figure 1 shows a flowchart of the proposed method.

The colonoscope-tracking method obtains two lines including a colon cen-
terline from the CT volume and a curved line representing the shape of a
colonoscope (colonoscope line) from EM sensor outputs. The colon deforms
by insertions of the colonoscope. A deformed colon centerline is calculated
simulating the colon shape during colonoscope insertion. The CT and the
sensor-coordinate systems are registered using the ICP algorithm. A transfor-
mation matrix between the two coordinate systems is obtained from a match-
ing result of the deformed colon centerline and colonoscope line using the ICP
algorithm. Five anatomical landmarks are detected on the colon centerline,
deformed colon centerline, and colonoscope line. We find the colonoscope-tip
position on the colon centerline using landmark-based coarse correspondence
finding and length-based fine correspondence finding processes. These pro-
cesses make correspondences between points on the deformed colon centerline
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of the proposed method.

and points on the colonoscope line. The landmark-based coarse correspondence
finding makes landmark pairs on the colon centerline and the colonoscope line.
The length-based fine correspondence finding process finds the colonoscope-tip
position on the colon centerline based on a ratio of line lengths between the
landmarks. This process records line lengths of the colonoscope line. When the
landmark-based coarse correspondence finding process fails to make correspon-
dences with deformations of the colonoscope, the length-based fine correspon-
dence finding process finds the colonoscope-tip position by using previously
recorded line lengths. This makes the proposed method robust against defor-
mations of the colon.

2.2 Colon centerline and colonoscope line generation

For the colon centerline generation, we utilize an abdominal CT volume taken
in the distended state of the colon. A colonic-lumen region is extracted as
an air region that has the largest volume in the body. A thinning process
[17] is applied to the colonic-lumen region to obtain a thinned figure. The
thinned figure has many spurious branches. We eliminate spurious branches
by calculating the minimal path between the farthest two points on the thinned
figure. To obtain a smoothed colon centerline, the cubic spline interpolation
technique is utilized. We allocate control points at 20-mm intervals on the
thinned figure. Then, a colon centerline is obtained using the cubic spline
interpolation from the control points. The colon centerline generation process
was originally proposed in [18]. The colon centerline is represented as a set
of points pi (i = 1, . . . , I) on the line. i and I are indexes of the points on
the colon centerline and the number of points on the colon centerline. p1 and
pI are points at the anus and cecum. Figure 2 shows an example of a colon
centerline of a colon phantom.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 (a) Colon phantom. (b) 3D-rendered image of phantom generated from CT volume.
(c) Colon centerline of phantom.

For colonoscope-line generation, we utilize EM sensor outputs. We insert
an Aurora 5/6DOF Shape Tool Type 1 (NDI, Ontario, Canada) in the colono-
scope’s working channel. The Aurora 5/6DOF Shape Tool Type 1 is equipped
with seven EM sensors at 150-mm intervals. These sensors provide positions
and tangent directions of the colonoscope tube at seven points. Let sk and
mk (k = 1, . . . , 7) denote positions and directions obtained from the sen-
sors. We apply the Hermite spline interpolation [19] to generate a smooth
curve connecting the positions. The Hermite spline interpolation in the inter-
val (sk, sk+1) is calculated as

q̃k(t) = h00sk + h10hmk + h01sk+1 + h11hmk+1, (1)

where t ∈ [0, 1] and h = ||sk+1 − sk||. The four Hermite basis functions are
defined as

h00 = 2t3 − 3t2 + 1, (2)

h10 = t3 − 2t2 + t, (3)

h01 = −2t3 + 3t2, (4)

h11 = t3 − t2. (5)

We call the set of the Hermite spline interpolation curves in all intervals a
colonoscope line. Points on the colonoscope line qj (j = 1, . . . , J) are obtained
from the Hermite spline interpolation curves. j and J are indexes of the points
on the colonoscope line and the number of points on the colonoscope line. q1

is a point at the anus. Figure 3 shows the colon phantom with a colonoscope
insertion and a colonoscope line.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3 (a) Colon phantom with colonoscope insertion. (b) Colonoscope line.

2.3 Landmark detection on colon centerline

We detect five landmarks on the colon centerline. The landmarks are points on
the colon centerline that are close to the anus, the sigmoid/descending colon
junction, the splenic flexure, the hepatic flexure, and the cecum. Indices of
the points on the colon centerline at the landmarks are described as lpt (t =
1, . . . , 5). t is the index of the landmarks. lpt satisfies the conditions

lpt ∈ 1, . . . , I, (6)

1 = lp1 < lp2 < lp3 < lp4 < lp5 = I. (7)

The landmarks on the colon centerline at the anus, the sigmoid/descending
colon junction, the splenic flexure, the hepatic flexure, and the cecum are de-
scribed as plp1

, . . . ,plp5
, respectively. Examples of a colon centerline and land-

marks on it are shown in Fig. 4 (a). The following subsections provide details
of the landmark detection method.

2.3.1 Anus and cecum

The end points of the colon centerline are defined as the landmarks at the
anus and cecum. It is described as

plp1
= p1, (8)

plp5
= pI . (9)

2.3.2 Splenic flexure

The landmark at the splenic flexure plp3
is selected as follows. The x- and z-axes

run from the right-to-left and head-to-tail directions of the body, respectively.
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Fig. 4 (a) A colon centerline and landmarks on it. (b) A deformed colon centerline and
landmarks on it.

We define conditions

xplp3
> xc, (10)

zplp3
< zc, (11)

zplp3
< zplp3±1, (12)

where xplp3
and zplp3

are the x- and the z-coordinates of plp3
. c is the median

point of the CT volume. xc and zc are x- and z-coordinates of it. The condi-
tions Eq. 10 and Eq. 11 mean plp3

is located at the left- and head-side of the
body. The condition Eq. 12 means the z-coordinate of plp3

is the local min-
imum. Among points satisfying the conditions Eq. 10, 11, and 12, the most
distant point from c is defined as plp3

.

2.3.3 Hepatic flexure

The landmark at the hepatic flexure plp4
is selected as follows. We define con-

ditions

xplp4
< xc, (13)

zplp4
< zc, (14)

zplp4
< zplp4±1. (15)

The superscripts x and z mean x- and z-coordinates. The conditions Eq. 13
and Eq. 14 mean plp4

is located at the right- and head-side of the body. The
condition Eq. 15 means the z-coordinate of plp4

is the local minimum. Among
points satisfying the conditions Eq. 13, 14, and 15, the most distant point from
c is defined as plp4

.
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2.3.4 Sigmoid/descending colon junction

The landmark at the sigmoid/descending colon junction plp2
is selected as

follows. We define conditions

zplp2
> zplp2±1, (16)

zplp2
> zpS1 , (17)

zplp2
> zpS2 , (18)

lp2−1∑
i=lp1

||pi+1 − pi|| >

∑lp3−1

i=lp1
||pi+1 − pi||
3

, (19)

lp3−1∑
i=lp2

||pi+1 − pi|| >

∑lp3−1

i=lp1
||pi+1 − pi||
3

. (20)

Again, the superscript z means z-coordinate. S1 is the maximum value of the
index of the colon centerline, which satisfies

S1 < lp2, (21)

D ≤
lp2−1∑
i=S1

||pi+1 − pi||, (22)

where D mm is a threshold of distance along the colon centerline. S2 is the
minimum value of the index of the colon centerline, which satisfies

S2 > lp2, (23)

D ≤
S2−1∑
i=lp2

||pi+1 − pi||. (24)

The conditions Eqs. 16, 17, and 18 mean the z-coordinate of plp2
is the local

maximum in consideration of the neighboring points and points D mm away
from plp2

. The conditions Eq. 19 and 20 mean plp2
is distant from both plp1

and
plp3

. Among points satisfying the conditions Eq. 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20, a point
plp2

that maximizes

(zplp2
− zpS1) + (zplp2

− zpS2), (25)

is defined as the landmark at the sigmoid/descending colon junction.

2.4 Deformed colon centerline generation

The colon centerline and colonoscope line are registered in the coordinate reg-
istration process to find a transformation matrix between the CT and sensor
coordinate systems. However, the shapes of two lines largely differ because
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colonoscope insertion deforms the colon. During colonoscope insertion, the
transverse and sigmoid colons are straightened. We generate a deformed colon
centerline, which has a similar shape to the colonoscope line, by partly chang-
ing the shape of the colon centerline. The deformed colon centerline is gen-
erated by replacing points on the colon centerline in the rectum/sigmoid and
transverse colon areas with points on straight-line sections. The points on the
colon centerline in the rectum/sigmoid colon area are defined as points that
have index lp1, . . . , l

p
2. Also, the points on the colon centerline in the transverse

colon area are defined as points that have index lp3, . . . , l
p
4 .

The deformed colon centerline is a set of points ṕí (́i = 1, . . . , Í). Five
landmarks are defined on the deformed colon centerline similarly to the colon
centerline. Indices of the points on the deformed colon centerline at the land-
marks are ĺpt . The ĺpt satisfies the conditions

ĺpt ∈ 1, . . . , Í, (26)

1 = ĺp1 < ĺp2 < ĺp3 < ĺp4 < ĺp5 = Í . (27)

The landmarks on the deformed colon centerline at the anus, sigmoid/descending
colon junction, splenic flexure, hepatic flexure, and cecum are described as
ṕĺp1

, . . . , ṕĺp5
, respectively. Examples of a deformed colon centerline and land-

marks on it are shown in Fig. 4 (b).
Points of the landmarks on the deformed colon centerline are set as

ṕĺp1
= plp1

, where ĺp1 = lp1 = 1, (28)

ṕĺp2
= plp2

, where ĺp2 = h, (29)

ṕĺp3
= plp3

, where ĺp3 = h+ (lp3 − lp2), (30)

ṕĺp4
= plp4

, where ĺp4 = ĺp3 + h = 2h+ (lp3 − lp2), (31)

ṕĺp5
= plp5

, where ĺp5 = ĺp4 + (lp5 − lp4) = 2h+ (lp3 − lp2) + (lp5 − lp4), (32)

where h is the number of points on the straight-line section.
Points on the deformed colon centerline are calculated by

ṕí =



(
1− í−ĺp1

h

)
ṕĺp1

+
(

í−ĺp1
h

)
ṕĺp2

, if í = ĺp1, . . . , ĺ
p
2 ,

pí−ĺp2+lp2
, if í = ĺp2, . . . , ĺ

p
3 ,(

1− í−ĺp3
h

)
ṕĺp3

+
(

í−ĺp3
h

)
ṕĺp4

, if í = ĺp3, . . . , ĺ
p
4 ,

pí−ĺp4+lp4
, if í = ĺp4, . . . , ĺ

p
5 .

(33)

2.5 Coordinate system registration

In colonoscopic examinations, observations of the colon and treatments are
performed while pulling back the colonoscope after its insertion up to the
cecum. We assume the colonoscope-tip is inserted up to the cecum when this
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coordinate system registration process is applied. This process is applied only
once before the processes described in sections 2.6 and 2.7 are performed.

Points on the deformed colon centerline ṕí and the colonoscope line qj are
in the CT and sensor coordinate systems, respectively. We register these two
coordinate systems using the ICP algorithm [20].

The ICP algorithm finds a rigid transformation matrix between the two
point sets ṕí and qj by minimizing Euclidean distances between the two point
sets. In this registration, we fix correspondences between a pair ṕ1́ and q1,
and a pair ṕÍ and qJ .

2.6 Landmark-based coarse correspondence finding

We apply the transformation matrix obtained in section 2.5 to qj to calculate
points on the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate system cqj . This process
is applied every time the colonoscope line changes.

We detect five landmarks on the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate
system. The landmarks are points on the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate
system that are closest to the landmarks on the deformed colon centerline.
Indices of the points on the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate system at
the landmarks are described as lqt . l

q
t satisfies the conditions

lqt ∈ 1, . . . , J ∪ {null}, (34)

where {null} means the situation that the landmark is not detected. The
landmarks on the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate system are described
as cqlq1

, . . . ,c qlq5
.

We assume cq1 is located near the anus. We define the index value of the
landmark on the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate system at the anus as
lq1 = 1. For t = 2, . . . 5, the indices of the landmarks on the colonoscope line in
the CT coordinate system are obtained by

lqt =

{
argminj ||cqj − ṕĺpt

||, if ||cqj − ṕĺpt
|| ≤ R,

{null}, otherwise,
(35)

where R is a threshold of correspondence finding between the landmarks on the
colonoscope line in the CT coordinate system and deformed colon centerline.
Figure 5 shows examples of landmarks on a colonoscope line. Correspondences
between the landmarks on the deformed colon centerline and the colonoscope
line in the CT coordinate system can be established from results obtained in
this section.

2.7 Colonoscope-tip position detection by length-based fine correspondence
finding

In this process, we find a position on the deformed colon centerline that cor-
responds to the colonoscope-tip position. A position on the colon centerline
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Fig. 5 Examples of landmarks on a colonoscope line. The red and blue lines represent a
colonoscope line and a deformed colon centerline. S1, . . . , S4 are segments of the colonoscope
line. d1, . . . , d4 are lengths along the colonoscope line in the segments.

that corresponds to the colonoscope-tip is easily obtained from the relation-
ship between the colon centerline and deformed colon centerline. This process
is applied every time the colonoscope line changes.

We define segments Sa (a = 1, . . . , 4), which consist of the points on the
colonoscope line in the CT coordinate system. The segments S1, . . . , S4 cor-
respond to the rectum/sigmoid, descending, transverse, and ascending colon
areas, respectively. Points on the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate sys-
tem that have index lq1, . . . , l

q
2 − 1 are included in the segment of the rec-

tum/sigmoid colon area S1. Similarly, qlq2
, . . . ,qlq3−1 ∈ S2, qlq3

, . . . ,qlq4−1 ∈ S3,
and qlq4

, . . . ,qlq5
∈ S4. Examples of the segments are shown in Fig. 5.

We define the length along the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate sys-
tem between the landmarks as da. d1 is the length from cqlq1

to cqlq2
, d2 is the

length from cqlq2
to cqlq3

, d3 is the length from cqlq3
to cqlq4

, and d4 is the length
from cqlq4

to cqlq5
. A schematic illustration of the lengths is shown in Fig. 5.

The value da is updated when landmarks of both ends of the segment Sa are
detected (lqa, l

q
a+1 ̸= {null}).

One end of the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate system cqJ corre-
sponds to the colonoscope-tip position. The position of cqJ is either on one of
the landmarks (Fig. 6 (a)) or included in one of the segments Sa (Fig. 6 (b),
(c)). The following processes are applied to find a position on the deformed
colon centerline that corresponds to the colonoscope-tip position.

When the index of the colonoscope-tip position satisfies lqt = J , which
means the colonoscope-tip position cqJ corresponds to one of the landmarks
(Fig. 6 (a)). A position on the deformed colon centerline that corresponds to
the colonoscope-tip position is a landmark ṕĺpt

.
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When the colonoscope-tip position cqJ is included in one of the segments
Sa, any one of the following processes is applied.

Case 1 Colonoscope-tip position is in a segment with a detected landmark:
This process is applied if the colonoscope-tip position cqJ is in a segment
Sa, and a landmark at an end of the segment is detected (lqa ̸= {null})
(Fig. 6 (b)). A position on the deformed colon centerline that corresponds
to the colonoscope-tip position is ṕnα . nα is defined based on a ratio of
the length along the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate system to the
length along the deformed colon centerline in Sa. n

α is calculated by

nα = ĺpa + (ĺpa+1 − ĺpa)
dα

da
, (36)

where dα is a length along the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate system
from cqJ to cqlqa .

Case 2 Colonoscope-tip position is in a segment without detected landmark:
This process is applied if the colonoscope-tip position cqJ is in a segment
Sa, and a landmark at an end of the segment is not detected (lqa = {null})
(Fig. 6 (c)). A position on the deformed colon centerline that corresponds
to the colonoscope-tip position is ṕnβ . nβ is defined based on a ratio of
the length along the colonoscope line in the CT-coordinate system to the
length along the deformed colon centerline in Sa and Sa−1. n

β is calculated
by

nβ = ĺpa−1 + (ĺpa+1 − ĺpa−1)
dβ

da + da−1
, (37)

where dβ is a length along the colonoscope line in the CT-coordinate system
from cqJ to cqlq

a−1
.

We obtain the position on the colon centerline that corresponds to the
colonoscope-tip as described above. The position can be utilized to show the
colonoscope-tip position in the colon or navigate a physician to desired posi-
tions.

3 Experiments

3.1 Landmark detection on colon centerline

We evaluated the landmark detection accuracy of the landmark detection
method on the colon centerline 2.3 using ten cases of abdominal CT volumes
of real patients. The CT volumes were taken in a distended state of the colon.
The acquisition parameters of the CT volumes are; image size: 512×512 pixles,
slice number: 349–818, pixel spacing: 0.54–0.78 mm, slice spacing: 0.50–1.25
mm, and slice thickness: 0.50–2.50 mm. The detection results were visually
confirmed by an engineering researcher. The colon shapes and landmark de-
tection results are shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 6 Positional relationships of deformed colon centerlines (blue lines) and colonoscope
lines (red lines): (a) a colonoscope-tip position on a landmark, (b) a colonoscope-tip position
in a segment with a detected landmark, and (c) a colonoscope-tip position in a segment
without detected landmark.

The anus and cecum landmarks were correctly detected in all cases be-
cause they are the end points of the colon centerline. Also, the hepatic and
sigmoid/descending colon junction landmarks were correctly detected in all
cases. The splenic flexure landmarks were correctly detected in eight cases.
In the rest of two cases, the splenic flexure landmarks were detected on the
transverse colon (Fig. 7 (h)). All landmarks were correctly detected in Fig. 7
(b), (d), and (f).

3.2 Colonoscope tracking

We evaluated the accuracy of the proposed colonoscope-tracking method. We
used a colon phantom (Colonoscopy training model type I-B, Koken, Tokyo,
Japan) and a colonoscope (CF-Q260AI, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan) to simulate
colonoscope insertions to the colon. A CT volume of the phantom was taken
and utilized in the experiments. The phantom is made of silicone rubber. The
phantom is designed for trainings of colonoscope insertions for physicians. The
shape and deformability of it is similar to those of real colons. The dimensions
of the phantom is given in Fig. 8 (a). The diameter of the colon of it is about
5 cm. An Aurora 5/6DOF Shape Tool Type 1 (NDI, Ontario, Canada) was
used to obtain colonoscope lines. The Aurora 5/6DOF Shape Tool Type 1 was
equipped with seven EM sensors at 150-mm intervals. Accuracies of the EM
sensors are 0.48 mm RMS error for a EM sensor at the Aurora 5/6DOF Shape
Tool Type 1 tip and 0.70 mm RMS error for the other EM sensors. It is inserted
in the colonoscope’s working channel. The Aurora 5/6DOF Shape Tool Type 1
is flexible. Thus, it gave no influence to the movement of the colonoscope. We
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Fig. 7 Colon shapes and landmark detection results. (a), (c), (e), and (g) are colon shapes.
(b), (d), (f), and (h) are corresponding landmark detection results. Red and blue points
indicate landmarks. Correct landmarks were obtained in (b), (d), and (f). All landmarks
were correctly detected in (b), (d), and (f). The splenic flexure landmark was detected on
the transverse colon in (h). Correct splenic flexure landmark position is indicated by an
arrow.

fixed the Aurora 5/6DOF Shape Tool Type 1 to the colonoscope at the working
channel port of the colonoscope. By the fixing, the the Aurora 5/6DOF Shape
Tool Type 1 keeps the same position in the colonoscope. The parameter of the
method was set as D = 50 mm. Setting of the parameter R is described later.

We utilized tracking error as a criterion of performance evaluation of the
proposed method. 15 markers were defined on the surface of the colon phan-
tom, which can be observed in the CT volume (Fig. 8 (b)). Positions of the
markers were: (M1–M3) the ascending colon, (M4) a position near the hep-
atic flexure, (M5–M7) the transverse colon, (M8) a position near the splenic
flexure, (M9–M11) the descending colon, (M12) a position near the junction
of the sigmoid/descending colons, and (M13–M15) the sigmoid colon and rec-
tum. The tracking error is defined as follows. Positions of the markers were
projected to the colon centerline. The tracking error is the length along the
colon centerline from an estimated position of the colonoscope-tip to a position
of a projected marker, when the colonoscope-tip comes closest to the marker.

In colonoscopic examinations, physicians insert the colonoscope-tip up to
the cecum. Physicians do not try to find lesions while the insertion because
the colonoscope is used to push the colonic wall and views of the colonoscope
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Fig. 8 (a) The dimensions of a colon phantom and (b) positions of markers on the surface
of a colon phantom.

are blocked often. After colonoscope insertion up to the cecum, physicians
observe the colonic wall while pulling back the colonoscope. The proposed
method tracks the colonoscope-tip position while colonic wall observations.
Based on the colonoscopic examination method, we performed tracking error
measurements as follows. In measurement of the tracking errors, we first in-
sert the colonoscope-tip up to the cecum to perform the coordinate system
registration. The shapes of the transverse and sigmoid colons were changed
from bended to straighten by the insertion of the colonoscope. The shapes of
the ascending and descending colons were not changed by the insertion. After
performing the coordinate system registration, the landmark detection on the
colonoscope line in the CT coordinate system and the colonoscope-tip posi-
tion detection processes are applied to find the colonoscope-tip position. These
two processes were continuously applied while pulling back the colonoscope.
The tracking errors were measured while pulling back the colonoscope. After
the colonoscope-tip passes through the transverse and sigmoid colons, they
restored their original shapes.

To evaluate tracking performance of the proposed method, we measured
tracking errors in five trials of colonoscope insertion. The parameter R is the
threshold of correspondence finding between the landmarks on the colonoscope
line in the CT coordinate system and deformed colon centerline. Detection
results of the landmark on the colonoscope line in the CT coordinate system
are affected by the value setting of R. To check their relationships, we measured
tracking errors in value settings R = 10, 20, 30, and 40 mm. Tracking error
measurement results are shown in Fig. 9. We counted the number of failure
of landmark detection on the colonoscope line during colonoscope insertions.
Average numbers of landmark detection failures per one colonoscope insertion
are shown in Table 1.
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Fig. 9 Average tracking errors at each marker for R = 10, 20, 30, 40 mm.

Table 1 Average number of landmark detection failures per one colonoscope insertion for
R = 10, 20, 30, 40 mm.

R mm
10 20 30 40

Average number 3.4 2.4 0.8 0

Wemeasured processing time of the proposed method. We performed track-
ing of the colonoscope from the cecum to anus five times. A Windows 10 PC
with an Intel Core i7-4930MX 3.2GHz CPU and 32GB RAM was used in this
experiment. The average processing time was 0.19 sec. per frame.

4 Discussion

4.1 Landmark detection on colon centerline

We applied the colonoscope tracking method to tracking in the colon phantom.
The tracking method have potential to perform tracking in real patients. To
show this potential, we applied the landmark detection method on the colon
centerline. Correct landmark detection results contribute accurate colonoscope
tracking. From the results shown in section 3.1, the landmark detection method
correctly detected most of landmarks. Though the colon has large variation
in the shape, the landmark detection method specified correct landmark po-
sitions. This results show our colonoscope tracking method have potential to
perform tracking in real patients.
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The splenic flexure landmark was detected at wrong positions in two cases.
In these cases, the transverse colon made curved shape that shows similar
shape to curve at the splenic flexure. The condition of the splenic flexure
landmark detection (section 2.3.2) needs to be updated to obtain better results.

4.2 Colonoscope tracking

We performed colonoscope tracking utilizing a CT volume and EM sensors.
The proposed method makes it possible to track the colonoscope-tip position in
the full length of the colon in real time. Furthermore, the proposed method re-
quires minimal manual interactions. The advance preparation of the proposed
method to perform tracking is quite simple. The proposed method automat-
ically generate a colon centerline from a CT volume. The coordinate system
registration is also automated. It does not require any manual specification
of corresponding points between the coordinate systems. While performing
a colonoscope tracking, the proposed method automatically shows estimated
position without any manual interaction to the method. This helps physicians
concentrate on colonoscope operations. Unlike the image-based colonoscope
tracking method [11], the proposed method keeps tracking even if unclear
colonoscopic images are observed. Furthermore, the proposed method is de-
signed to track the colonoscope-tip position under large deformations of the
colon or colonoscope. The proposed method tracked the colonoscope-tip posi-
tion even if detection of the landmark on the colonoscope line failed to detect
a landmark. The colon is largely deformed during colonoscopic examinations
with insertion of the colonoscope. The colonoscope also deforms during the
examinations. The colonoscope-tip position detection process is made to find
the colonoscope-tip position if the landmark detection on the colonoscope line
fails. This process makes the proposed method robust against deformations
of the colon. The proposed method is applicable to navigation systems of the
colonoscope.

The image-based colonoscope tracking method proposed by Liu et al. [11]
was evaluated using phantoms and real colonoscope image sequences. In their
phantom study, displacement error was under 7 mm. However, their phantoms
were rigid and have quite simple shapes (straight and curve shapes). The phan-
toms have characteristic texture patterns inside of them to help image-based
tracking. Their phantoms have quite different shape, texture, and deforma-
tion property from the colon. They also performed real colonoscope image
study. They performed colonoscope tracking only in limited sequences in the
colon. Their method failed to track when the colonoscope quickly moves. Our
method can track full length of the colon from the cecum to anus continu-
ously. Also, our method keeps tracking even if the colonoscope quickly moves.
Sensor-based colonoscopy guiding methods [12,13] have been proposed. They
are colonoscope shape calculation method without utilization of information
related to the colon. They cannot estimate the colonoscope-tip position in
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the colon. Our method estimates the colonoscope-tip position by combining
information from sensors and the CT volume.

The bronchoscope tracking methods are related to the proposed method.
Their purpose is the estimation of the endoscope-tip position in the hollow
organ (the trachea and bronchi), which is similar to the proposed method.
Our research team has been working on bronchoscope tracking since 2001.
Bronchoscope tracking methods are mainly classified into three categories: (a)
image-based matching [4–6], (b) EM-sensor based tracking [7,8], and (c) hy-
brid one [9,10]. The method (a) cannot be used for the purpose of colonoscope
tracking because the colonoscope cannot capture specific structures such as
bifurcations of branches. In bronchoscope tracking, even if the system fails
in tracking, the tracking recovers around bifurcations. However, such struc-
tures are missing in the colon. (b) EM-sensor based tracking is also utilized
for bronchoscope. One method is fiducial based tracking. The other is center-
line registration. This registration method registers the insertion path of the
bronchoscope with the centerlines of branches. Since the bronchus has tree
structure that have branches defining space, branch centerline and insertion
path registration work well. This cannot be applied to the colon. Although
bronchi show some deformations due to endoscope insertion, overall shape
deformation is not big if you compare with deformation of the colon. This
makes difficult to utilize the bronchoscope tracking method to the colonscope
tracking. Our method continue tracking even if large deformation of the colon
occurs. Our method is most suitable for the colonoscope tracking.

The tracking errors of the proposed method were smaller than 50 mm at
most of markers when we set R = 30 or 40 mm. A physician who special-
izes in gastroenterology gave a comment that tracking errors smaller than 50
mm are acceptable for colonoscope navigation to positions of polyps. This is
because polyps are observable from the colonoscope camera when positions
of the colonoscope-tip and polyps are closer than 50 mm. Summers et al. [2]
showed a criterion that is similar to the tracking error. They detected polyps
in CT volumes and confirmed the polyp positions in the real patient bodies
by using a colonoscope. They calculated positional errors between detected
polyps in CT volumes and real-patient bodies. The positional error is similar
to the tracking error. In their results, positional errors within 100 mm were
considered as good results. The proposed method can satisfy tracking errors
smaller than 100 mm. From these results, the proposed method has potential
to allow colonoscope tracking in clinical fields if all of the landmarks on the
colonoscope line are detected.

The number of failures of landmark detection on the colonoscope line (Ta-
ble 1) have relationship to the tracking errors. When we set R = 30 or 40
mm, both of the landmark detection failure numbers and tracking errors were
small. In this case, the Case 1 condition in the colonoscope-tip position de-
tection (shown in section 2.7) was used in the tracking. The colonoscope-tip
position detection calculated accurate results using landmark detection results
at all landmarks. When we set R = 20 mm, the landmark detection failure
occurred 2.4 times per a colonoscope insertion. Detection of the splenic flex-
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ure landmark on the colonoscope line failed every colonoscope insertions. This
detection failure resulted in the increase of tracking error at M8 marker. In
our experiments, distance between the colon centerline and colonoscope line
at the splenic flexure landmark was large because of the colon and colonoscope
deformations. When we set R = 10 mm, the number of landmark detection
failure increased compared to the other parameter settings. In addition to
the splenic flexure landmark detection failure, the sigmoid/descending colon
junction landmark detection failed every colonoscope insertions. Large track-
ing errors were observed around M8 and M12 markers. The parameter setting
R = 10 mm was severe setting in the landmark detection on the colonoscope
line. It increased both of the number of landmark detection failure and the
tracking errors. To improve our method, value of the parameter R should be
changed based on positions in the colon or colonoscope insertion conditions.

Limitations of the proposed method can be summarized as follows. First,
the proposed method depends on the detection accuracy of landmark points.
Although our phantom test showed good performance in detection of land-
marks, only one physical phantom is utilized in this paper. Further work test-
ing landmark detection should be conducted. Second, the proposed method
shows deteriorated performance in endoscope tracking in greatly deformed
areas including the sigmoid colon. Some combination with image-based track-
ing method is necessary for improving tracking performance. Third, only one
physical phantom was utilized here. It is difficult to obtain other phantoms
commercially. Construction of phantoms and their utilization for testing re-
mains as our future work. Fourth, the proposed method is evaluated in the
theoretical idealized experiments. Evaluation in more realistic settings is in-
cluded in our future work. Human testing also remains as future work with
IRB approval.

5 Conclusions

This paper proposed a colonoscope-tracking method robust for deformations of
the colon. The proposed method generates the colon centerline and the colono-
scope line. The colon centerline is deformed to simulate the deformed shape
of the colon during colonoscope insertions. Five anatomical landmarks are de-
tected on the two lines. After applying the coordinate system registration, the
colonoscope-tip position is calculated based on the length along the lines be-
tween the landmarks. The proposed method keeps tracking when the colon and
colonoscope shapes deform by utilizing previously obtained line lengths. Ex-
perimental results using the colon phantom showed that the proposed method
finds the colonoscope-tip position with tracking errors smaller than 50 mm in
most trials, when all of the landmarks on the colonoscope line were detected.
The tracking errors increased when no landmark was detected. Future work
includes optimal parameter finding, modelization of colon deformations, and
utilization of colonoscopic images for colonoscope tracking.
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